LOVE AND UNITY
One of our oldest queries is "Are love and unity maintained among you?" In the 17th Century it was one of the Queries that the
Monthly meeting had to write a response to and send to the General Yearly Meetings of Friends, or Children of Light, as they
sometimes called themselves in those days. In Pacific Yearly Meeting, Unity is one of our testimonies..
The fact that unity is one of our testimonies is a testament to early friends and their experience. For a thousand years, people
had not been encouraged to make their own religion up. There was only one Church—the Catholic Church of Rome. And
Unity meant unison: We all sing the same songs and worship God with the same prayers, led by men anointed to do so, and that
is what makes our religion strong. When Protestantism began to question the authority of the Catholic Church, ordinary people
began to get the notion that they could have opinions about religion, too. George Fox was fond of ministering that “you know
what Peter says, and Paul, but what canst Thou say?” Well, as soon as you start asking people , “What canst thou say?” you are
going to get a lot of different answers. And, as well, you are going to get people thinking that what they say matters. Early
Quakers were scorned because they were tradesmen and not trained clergymen. But this was an issue inside meetings as well,
From the very beginning Quakers struggled with authority. They all agreed it came from God, but there were the “Proud Quakers” of London, for instance, who resisted Fox, and wouldn't take their hats off when he spoke. There were human rivalries
between gifted ministers - Fox, Naylor, Penn and others. There were people who were smitten with the spirit and ran off and
did strange and wonderful things in the name of Quakers. Going naked in the market place to remind people of our innocence.
Fox and others strove to distance themselves from the extreme, yet individual inspiration could not be discounted. Mary Dyer
was counseled by everyone she knew to remain safe in Rhode Island but she kept being called to return to Massachusetts and
ending up changing the world by dying for her religious freedom.
Maintaining Unity and Love is not an easy practice. That sounds groovy, like peace-love-Woodstock, but it is anything but.
Quakers are some of the most opinionated and individualized (17th Century friends would say “Peculiar”) people I know. As a
Friend once said to me, “I love Everyone, but I don’t have to like them.”
In the end, the authority for what we do as a meeting comes from the Spirit, often through individual inspiration first, and then
the community finding unity on an action. Sometimes it is instantaneous, but more often it is a long struggle because what is
meaningful to you may be anathema to me. Sometimes unity can take years, as it did with the issue of slavery. How does a
meeting maintain unity while engaged in such a struggle?
Well, there you have the genius of the query. Meetings are called upon to maintain unity AND love. Especially when our ideas
and feelings are in conflict, we are called to reach out to the Child of God in each other. The part that is eternal and is larger
our individual insights. Just a few days ago, I was at a meeting and the group was struggling with a recommendation, and the
more we talked the more our lack of unity on the issue underlying the question became painfully apparent. I even got pretty
annoyed with some of the opinions expressed, but it did not affect my love for the people expressing those opinions. So maintaining love AND unity, and not deferring the maintenance, skating along and hoping the problem will resolve itself, is the only
way a meeting can continue to grow as a spiritual group with no anointed spiritual authority.
Later in this issue, I’ve posted the Epistle from the Elders of Balby, the first Quaker Faith and Practice. Take a look at it. It’s
amazing what hasn’t changed.
Sharon Doyle.

Please forgive the typos—they are really bad in this
issue, but it’s going to press anyway!
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Committees and Clerks
COMMITTEE

CLERK

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Animal Kinship Committee

Kate Carpenter

animal@ogmm.org

Burial Committee

Cliff Lester

burial@ogmm.org

CEC Support Committte
Special Activities Committee

Abira Ali
Hannah Maximova Estelle Stevens

abiraali@mac.com
estellestevens@gmaiil.com

Finance Committee

Betty Ann Jansson

finance@ogmm.org

Library Committee

Nina Rivinus

library@ogmm.org

Nominating Committee

Sharon Doyle

nominating@ogmm.org

Pastoral Care Committee

Cate Wilson Kate Carpenter

pastoral@ogmm.org

Peace & Social Concerns Committee

Nina Rivinus

peace@ogmm.org

Property Committee

Judson Emerick

property@ogmm.org

Resident Friend Committee

Nina Rivinus

resident@ogmm.org

Worship & Ministry Committee

Jean Lester

worship@ogmm.org

Meeting Jobs
OFFICE

OFFICEHOLDER

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Email Announcements

Dan Strickland

announce@ogmm.org

Archivist

Steve Rosenthal

archivist@ogmm.org

Assistant Clerk of the Meeting

Jane Krause

assistant@ogmm.org

Children’s Education Coordinator

Kindred Gottlieb

childcare@ogmm.org

Clerk of the Meeting

Robin Durant

clerk@ogmm.org

Corresponding Clerk

Claire Gorfinkel

corresponding@ogmm.org

Database Clerk

Dan Strickland

database@ogmm.org

Minute Clerk

Cliff Lester

minutes@ogmm.org

Orange Grove Record Editor

Sharon Doyle

record@ogmm.org

Recorder

Steve Rosenbluth

recorder@ogmm.org

Resident Friend

Phil Way

friend@ogmm.org

Treasurer of the Meeting
________________________________________
Web Site

Jane Krause
____________________________
Alexandra and Kim Hopkins

treasurer@ogmm.org
_______________________________
alexandra hop@yahoo.com
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MEETING ORGANIZATION
MEETING OFFICERS
Clerk
Assistant Clerk
Minute Clerk
Treasurer
Recorder
STANDING COMMITTEES
Children’s Education (suspended)
Fellowship
Finance
Nominating
Peace and Social Concerns
Property
Pastoral Care
Worship and Ministry
MEETING REPRESENTATIVES
Pacific Yearly Meeting
Southern California Quarterly Meeting
FCL
FCL CA
FWCC, Friends in Deed, Union Station
AD HOC COMMITTEES
Ad Hoc committees are generally under the
care of a standing committee
Burial Committee (Pastoral Care)
Library Committee (Worship & Ministry)
Animal Husbandry (Peace and Social Concerns)
Communications (Pastoral Care)
MEETING JOBS
Jobs are performed by individuals for meeting.
They are often under the care of a standing
committee or the Clerk of Meeting;
Archivist (Clerk)
Adult FDS Coordinator (Worship & Ministry
Children’s Education Coordinator (CEC Sup
(CEC Support Committee)
Corresponding Clerk (Clerk)
Database Manager (Communications)

Resident Friend (Resident Friend Support
Committee)
Site Manager (Property)
Record Editor (Communications)
Website Clerk (Communications)

HOW DO I..........?
Make an announcement?

Write it down and put them in the announcement
basket before meeting starts. There is an announcement basket either on the table in front of the fireplace or in the cabinet next to the library door. In it
are helpful blank forms.

Get something out on the email list ?

If you are a clerk or a representative, you can submit
on your own. If you aren’t a clerk , ask the clerk of
the appropriate committee to do it for you. Send it to
announce@ogmm.org

Get something in the record?

Send an email to record@ogmm.org with an idea or
an article. Record comes out ever two months.

Request a clearness committee?

Speak to the clerk of Pastoral Care or ask any member of Meeting to find out if a clearness committee
is appropriate to help you. Email pastoralcare@ogmm.org

Get reimbursed for a meeting expense?

Look for the set of files in the Library. In the treasurer’s
folder is set of blank forms which you can fill out and
leave in the treasurer’s folder with the receipts. In general, the treasurer needs to know who has authorized the
expense: which committee and it should be signed by the
clerk.

Find out how to join Meeting?

Talk to any member of Pastoral Care or Worship
and Ministry or email the committee. There is a
pamphlet on membership in the pamphlet rack next
to the back door.

Find out how to join a Committee?

Talk to any member of nominating committee or
email nominating committee, or talk to the members
of committee. Some committees have open policies
on joining them; some require a process.
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ICJUP VIGIL Following the shooting in Orlando

A MESSAGE FROM ANTHONY MANOUSOS on the ICJUP VIGIL

On Monday, June 13, I took part in a vigil sponsored by Interfaith Communities United for Justice and Peace
and the Islamic Center of Southern California. As we reflected on the tragic mass shooting that took place in
Orlando, Florida, hundreds of people gathered for this moving event, including religious leaders of diverse
faiths--Jews, Sikhs, Muslims, Christians, etc. Many condemned our culture of violence and called for gun control. Most expressed solidarity with the LGTBQ community. It was especially gratifying to hear Muslim leaders
speak out so strongly in favor of gay rights since in many Muslim countries gays and lesbians are being persecuted. “There’s no room for LGBTQ violence in any of our faiths,” said Salam Al-Marayati, President of Muslim
Public Affairs Council who called what happened in Orlando “the most vicious of hate crimes.” He passionately
denounced ISIS and all it stands for.
I felt honored to be among those who gave a two-minute reflection at this event, which was well covered by the
media, including the LA Times. Pictured above are many of my dear interfaith friends and colleagues. In the
front row: Sikh leader Nirigian, Rabbi Comes-Daniel playing guitar, Ruth Sharone, Salam Al-Marayati, Grace
Dyrness and myself (behind Grace).
Here is what I shared during this gathering:
******
It was shocking to learn of the tragedy in Orlando, the 133rd mass shooting in the US since January 1st. My
heart goes out to the families and friends of the victims, and also to the LGBTQ community. They need our
prayers and our support. Let us not forget to pray as well for the family and friends of the shooter, and of the
Muslim community. During these times of violence and fear there is a great temptation to scapegoat and blame
whole groups for the actions of a dangerous and demented few. Our Muslim brothers and sisters need our
prayers and support. That’s why I am here. (Cont)
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I am here with my friends in the interfaith community to let our fellow Americans know that we
stand in solidarity with Muslims who are as appalled as we are by senseless violence. The
Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) has not only condemned this act of hatred and terror, it
has called on Muslims to donate blood to aid the injured and to extend their giving and prayers
for all those affected by this mass shooting, including the LGBTQ community. (See letter below.)
I stand here with people of conscience, people of many faiths, to speak out
forms of violence and bigotry. Gun violence, and "violence of the tongue."

against all

We should not tolerate intolerance, whether by a follower of ISIS, or by a
candidate who says "Islam hates us" and Muslims should be not allowed to
country.

Presidential
emigrate to this

I stand here as a Quaker and as a Christian who has committed my life to ending war and violence. For the past fifteen years, I have fasted during Ramadan to express solidarity with my
Muslim friends and neighbors. I have vowed to continue fasting till there is peace in Israel/
Palestine and the Middle East. Through fasting I have come to appreciate even more Jesus
words: “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for justice.” Let us redouble our efforts to
work for justice and oppose all forms of bigotry so that those who died in Orlando will not have
died in vain.
Anthony Manousos.
x.

Allowables by Nikki Giovanni
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THE ORANGE GROVE SEWING COMMITTEE

CRAFTY QUAKERS

For 60 years Orange Grove Meeting had a sewing committee. They seldom made the minutes, but you can bet they
made quilts, clothes, rolled bandages, gathered used clothes
and did other needful and useful things for those in need.
Quaker women have always knit or did needlework in meeting for business, possibly to keep awake, but more probably
to keep focused.

Seventh Month, 1917: $304 dollars is sent to
AFSC. Sewing Committee is busy making clothes
for reconstruction workers going to Europe.

3rd Month, 1951: Sewing Committee reports that
for the year 1950 458 pounds of clothing, sent from
the AFSC warehouse, were mended and sent to the
Eastern Zone of Germany.
Seventh Month, 1974: The Sewing Committee is
laid down due to declining number of interested sewers.
[

The sewing committee was
laid down in 1974. Dang
those electric sewing machines! But it has risen
again in our Crafty Quakers,. They make things for
daughters and grandsons
and boyfriends. And many
of them knit for BLANKETS FOR PROJECT
LINUS.
These blanket go to cheer up children who are going through
difficult times in hospitals all over America. Their Mission is
to 1)Provide love, a sense of security, warmth and comfort to
children who are seriously ill, traumatized, or otherwise in
need through the gifts of new, handmade blankets and afghans, lovingly created by volunteer “blanketeers.”
And 2) Provide a rewarding and fun service opportunity for
interested individuals and groups in local communities, for
the benefit of children.

Fearless Leader Jane
Krauss

Come join the fun with Cliff Lester,
Nina Rivinus, Betty Ann Jansson, Sharon Doyle, Robin Durant, Claire
Gorfinkel, and many others…...
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Sarah Rose House Lightner Coloring BOOK Page.
During long meetings, Sarah Rose draws to keep herself focused. She
offers up this image for you to color in as you wish. She did it during
Pacific Yearly Meeting. What colors do you see, Friends?
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The Epistle from the Elders of Balby was the first Quaker Faith and Practice.
It was created in 1656, a month after James Naylor was arrested for blasphemy, when the Quakers were struggling to distinguish themselves
from the Ranters, who believed that the only authority they need respect was their individual inspiration. Quakers were thriving in England,
indeed it seemed as their insights might flourish around the world. But it was necessary to take steps because Friends were seen as a threat to
the British Crown.
Compare these three short practical columns with our current Faith and Practice. It’s good to read to see how simple our original process was
and how underneath it all, it has remained simple by friends paying attention to each other.

From George Braitheswaite (The Beginnings of Quakerism: A Volume of Essays: 1909 )
George Fox desired for Friends, especially in the North of
England, where there were fully settled Churches, some
action respecting disorderly conduct which should proceed
from the united mind of the whole community. We find
from a letter of Richard Farnsworth's (to Howgill and Burrough from Swarthmore, 4th Oct. 1656) that a meeting of
Elders was arranged at Balby in Yorkshire, in November
1656, to give effect to this desire. To this meeting one approved member from each Church in Yorkshire, Lincoln,
Derby, and Nottingham was to come to consider of such
things as might in the Truth's behalf be propounded. The
document issued by this general meeting of elders and approved Friends is still extant. (The full letter is to be found
in the records of Marsden Monthly Meeting. I have used a
copy made by the late Josiah Foster.) It bears evidence of
being modelled on the apostolic letter to the Gentile disciples in Acts xv.
The letter is signed by Richard Farnsworth, William Dewsbury, and other Friends. A postscript follows [included near
the top, above], which is not the least noteworthy part of the
document. I have elsewhere pointed out (Spiritual Guidance in Quaker Experience, 1909) that this letter shows that
the first Quaker leaders did not invoke their personal authority, but based their claim to give guidance upon their
own possession of the Spirit of truth and upon the witness
to the Spirit in the hearts of those they addressed. They took
the positon of inspired leaders, not of spiritual superiors.
Such is the oldest church advice on Christian practice issued by any general body of Friends. The church organization is still of the simplest, consisting of congregational life
under the leadership of local elders, and, in the last resort,
of the "fathers" of the Church. No Monthly Meetings are
referred to. There is as yet no appeal to any authority except
that of the light: the central experience of the indwelling life
of Christ, which had gathered Friends out of the world into
fellowship, was still so generally the living possession of
Friends that its vital control held the body together as one
organism. But, at the same time, sporadic cases of backsliding and of disorderly life had to be dealt with, and marriages required to be regulated, and the poor to be provided for.
To suggest wise lines of action in respect to these matters,
and to exhort Friends in their various relations of life to
walk worthily of their calling, was all that seemed of urgent
necessity to the framers of this document. There is, on the
one hand, a tacit acceptance of the main body of Quaker
experience and practice, which is assumed to be a ground of
union common to all; and, on the other, a refusal to multiply
regulations beyond what seemed practically necessary.

The Epistle from the Elders
at Balby, 1656
As in the copy in the Lancashire Records Office
The elders and brethren send unto the brethren in the north these necessary
things following; to which, if in the light you wait, to be kept in obedience,
you shall do well. Fare well
1.-That the particular meetings by all the children of Light, be duly kept and
observed, where they be already settled, every first-day of the week; except
they be moved to other places. And that general meetings be kept in order
and sweet in the life of God, on some other day of the week than on the
First-day, unless there be a moving to the contrary: that so in the light and
life, the meetings may be kept, to the praise of God.
2. That care be taken, that as any are brought into the truth, meetings be in
such places amongst them, as may be for the most convenience of all, without respect of persons: and that hands be laid on none suddenly, lest the
truth suffer.
3.-That if any person draw back from meetings, and walk disorderly, some
go to speak to such as draw back; to exhort and admonish such with a tender, meek spirit, whom they find negligent or disorderly. And if any, after
admonition, do persist in the thing not good, let them again be admonished
and reproved before two or three witnesses; that by the mouth of two or
three witnesses, every thing may be established. And if still they persevere
in them, then let the thing be declared to the church: and when the church
hath reproved them for their disorderly walking, and admonished them in
the tender and meek spirit, and they do not reform, then let their names and
the causes, and such as can justly testify the truth therein, and their answers,
be sent in writing to some whom the Lord hath raised up in the power of his
Spirit to be fathers, his children to gather in the light, that the thing may be
known to the body; and with the consent of the whole body, the thing may
be determined in the light.
4.-That as any are moved of the Lord to speak the word of the Lord at such
meetings, that it be done in faithfulness, without adding or diminishing.
And if at such meetings, any thing at any time be otherwise spoken by any
not of the light,7 whereby the seed of God cometh to be burthened; let the
person or persons in whom the seed of God is burthened, speak in the light
(as of the Lord they are moved,) in meekness and godly fear, to him; but let
it be done in private, betwixt them two, or before two or three witnesses,
and not in the public meetings, except there be a special moving so to do.
5.-That collections be timely made for the poor, (that are so indeed,) as they
are moved, according to order,-for relief of prisoners, and other necessary
uses, as need shall require: and all moneys so collected, an account thereof
to be taken; from which every need may be supplied, as made known by the
overseers in every meeting: that no private ends may be answered, but all
brought to the light, that the gospel be not slandered.
6.-That care be taken for the families and goods of such as are called forth
into the ministry, or who8 are imprisoned for the truth's sake; that no crea8

tures be lost for want of the creatures.9
7.-That as many as are moved of the Lord in his light10 to take a
brother or a sister in marriage, marriage being honorable in all,
and the bed undefiled, let it be made known to the children of
light, especially to those of the meeting of which the parties are
members: that all, in the light may it witness12 to be of God. And
being by the light made manifest to be of God let them be joined
together in the Lord and in his fear, in the presence of many witnesses; according to the example of the holy men of God in the
Scriptures of truth recorded, which were written for our example
and learning; that no scandal may rest upon the truth, nor anything be done in secret; but all things brought to the Light that
truth may trample over all deceit, and that they who are joined
together in the Lord, may not by man be put asunder, whom God
hath joined together. That there may be a record in writing,
(witnessing, the day, place, and year, of such things) kept within
[that meeting] of which one or both of them are members; under
which writing the witnesses present may subscribe their names,
or so many of them as be convenient; for the stopping the mouths
of all gainsayers, and for the manifesting the truth to all that are
without.
8.-That a record be kept in every meeting of the births of children17 of such who are members of that meeting, and of the burials of the dead who die in the Lord as they depart out of the
body; which be done after the manner of the holy men of God,
recorded in the Scriptures of truth; and not after the customs of
the heathen; that18 know not God.
9.-That husbands and wives dwell
together according to knowledge, as
being heirs together of the grace of
life; that children obey their parents
in the Lord; and that parents provoke
not their children to wrath, but bring
them up in the nurture and fear of
God,19 walking before them as good
examples, in gravity and godliness;
providing things honest in the sight
of God and man.
10.-That servants be obedient to them that are their masters in the
flesh, in things that are good, in singleness of heart as unto
Christ; not with eye-service, as men-pleasers, but as the servants
of Christ; doing the will of God from the heart; with good-will
doing service, as to the Lord and not to men; knowing whatsoever good thing any man doth, the same shall he receive of the
Lord, whether he be bond or free. And that masters give to their
servants that which is just and equal; forbearing threatening,
knowing that their Master is also in heaven; neither is there respect of persons with him.
11.- That care be taken that none who are servants depart from
their masters, but as they both20 do see in the light: or21 any master to put away his servant, but by the like consent22 of the servant: and if any master or servant in their wills do otherwise it is
to be judged by Friends23 in the light.
12.- That the necessities of the poor, widows and fatherless, may
be truly supplied, and that such as are able to work, and do not,
may be admonished: and if, after admonition, they refuse to
work, then let them not eat. And that the children of such as are
in necessity, be put to honest employment; that none be idle in
the Lord's vineyard.

13.-That care be taken, that as
any are called before outward
powers of the nation, that in
the light, obedience to the
Lord be given.
14.-That if any be called to
serve the commonwealth in
any public service, which is
for the public wealth and
good, that with cheerfulness it
be undertaken, and in faithfulness discharged: and 25 that therein
patterns and examples, in the thing that is righteous, you26 may
be, to those that be without.
15.That all Friends that have callings and trades, do labour in
the thing that is good, in faithfulness and uprightness, and keep
to their yea and nay in all their communications: and that all
who are indebted to the world, endeavour to discharge the
same, that nothing they may owe to any man but love one to
another.
16.-That no-one speak evil of another, neither judge one against
another; but rather judge this, that none put a stumbling-block
or occasion to fall in his brother's way.
17.-That none be busy bodies in others' matters, but each one to
bear another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ; that they
be sincere and without offence, and that all things that29 are
honest, be done without murmuring, and disputing, 30 that you31
may be blameless and harmless. the sons of God without rebuke, in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation, amongst
whom they may shine as lights in the world.
18.-That Christian moderation be used towards all men: that
they who obey not the word, may be won with32 those that in
the word dwell, to guide in an holy life and godly conversation.
19.- That the Elders made by the holy Ghost, feed the flock of
God, taking the oversight thereof willingly, not by constraint,
but of a willing mind; neither as lords over God's heritage, but
as examples to the flock of Christ.
20.- That the younger submit themselves to the elder, - yea all
be subject one to another, and be clothed with humility; for
God resisted the proud, but giveth grace to the humble.
(signed)
Richard Farnworth
William Dewsbury
(others)38
POSTSCRIPT Dear ly beloved Fr iends, these things we do
not lay upon you as a rule or form to walk by; but that all, with
a measure of the light, which is pure and holy, may be guided:
and so in the light walking and abiding, these things may be
fulfilled in the Spirit, not in the letter, for the letter killeth, but
the Spirit giveth life.\\
For a n annotated version of the Epistle , go to
http://www.qhpress.org/texts/balby.html
For a “translation” go to:
http://www.strecorsoc.org/docs/balby.html
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From our friends on Animal Kinship Committee
Salati (Leopard) & Tommy (Golden Retriever,) friends at the Glen Africa Country Lodge

Our Friends Hannah Maximova' s newest mural.

According to Hannah
“It’s 36’ long and lives at Sunland Elementary School. It’s called “Every Bloom a Star”. It is in memory of Special Education teacher Eric Isabela and it was inspired by a Japanese song that asked whether we’d compare the flowers in a field to each other in order to say one is better than
another. Instead we can see that they're all beautiful in their individual and precious ways and the same is true for every child.
The work was constructed
by dozens of the school’s
parents and community
members including our own
Estelle Stevens! The students also enjoyed witnessing its progress, frequently
visiting the work sites to
learn about the facets of the
creation process, touch the
materials and ask questions. A dedication ceremony was held on June 13,
2016. The project was
sponsored by Principal Lisa
Dachs-Ornelas, City Council Member Felipe Fuentes,
LAUSD Board Member
Mónica Ratliff, and Assembly Member Patty López as
well as OSH, Home Depot,
Merithew’s Hardware and
the parents, friends and
PTA of Sunland Elementary.”
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From David Morse’s Orange Grove Centennial
Timeline.
Second Month, 1920:
[From the Howell summary minutes:] “
The minutes of Second Month 1920 tell of the
purchase of a piano for the use of the First Day
School.

As most who read this will know, the room
which is still called the First Day School room
opens off the main room with wide sliding doors
between them and for many years we were exceedingly careful not to allow the piano to be
moved one inch beyond the line dividing the two
rooms. “ Occasionally we would have some sort
of an evening social gathering with music and
we would gather in the main room and listen to
the piano played just over the line.
It was really a very happy arrangement as we
had the satisfaction of adhering to our old traditions of Quakerly practice while the music came
freely through the wide doorway. There was always singing at the general exercises of the First
Day School. Today it seems that Friends sing
quite as well as Methodists, or Baptists or any
others, but as I recall it, in these earlier days
there was much to be desired from a truly musical standpoint.”

Friends Western School
is enrolling for Fall 2016. If you know of any
Quaker families with school age children, please
direct them to FWS.
The Quaker Council on Education can offer scholarships money to Quaker Kids wanting to attend.
If Quakers don’t sponsor
Friends Education, who will?
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COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD

SIGN UP!
ORANGE GROVE MEETING
NEEDS YOU! Many hands make light
work. We are trying hard to spread
around the joys of doing potluck, providing refreshments at rise of Meeting and
providing Children's education.
LOOK for a sheet during Meeting for Worship or in the Kitchen.
DO YOUR PARTAND SIGN UP for soup,
dishwashing, coffee making, children’s
edification, snacks.
One week of service entitles you to
10 weeks of
GUILT FREE ENJOYMENT!!
Guaranteed!!!!!!!

Thinking AHEAD
A

couple of Save-the-Date
announcements:

* SCQM Fall Fellowship
Nov. 5th-6th, 2016
Stay tuned for Registration Info in the Fall
* Pacific Yearly Meeting
Annual Session 2017
July 14th-19th, 2017
at Walker Creek Ranch in Petaluma

Our friend Frances Brown needs occasional help to get to
meeting. If you would be willing to meet her at the Lake
Avenue subway station before meeting, please contact Cate
Wilson on Pastoral Care pastoral@ogmm.org

CRAFTY QUAKERS

Crafty Quakers [CQ] will not meet in July –
CRAFTY QUAKERS—
We will begin again All are invited to bring your crafting in THE GARAGE CLASSROOM
projects and join in good fun and discussion. Some of
7pm
the activities: knitting, crocheting, embroidery, quilting, scrap book
making, etc. etc. etc.
3/26 4/23
5/21 6/18
We meet on Wednesdays from 7:00 to 9:00 pm in the OGM garage.
August 31st September 28th October 26th
November 30th December 14th
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